
As an Added Benefit,
Auxiliary Power Units
Reduce Tank Thermal
Signature, Tests Show

Auxiliary Power Units (APUs) now
under development for the M1A2 tank
were supposed to save fuel and reduce
maintenance, saving an estimated
$167 million a year. But tests are
showing an added, unexpected benefit:
running the tank on its APU, rather
than its main engine, reduces its ther-
mal signature, making the tank much
less vulnerable to detection by thermal
imagers and destruction by a new gen-
eration of smart weapons.

The original concept of the APU was
to allow shutdown of the main engine
while the tank was not moving, so as
to supply the crew’s power needs, ra-
dios, and computers while saving fuel.
Current research and development
could lead to adoption of the units as
early as 1995.

The “thermal cloaking” discovery
grew out of experiments at Eglin AFB,
Fla., where research was underway to
teach new smart weapons to recognize
various thermal signatures. Tanks run-
ning on their main engines emit a heat
plume several stories high, creating a
vulnerability to heat-seeking arma-
ments. Armored vehicles running on
their APUs were almost thermally un-
detectable.

-Adopted from Inside the Turret, the
Fort Knox weekly newspaper.

Armor School Essay Contest
Draws 44 Entries Probing
Effect of the Information Age

The recent Armor School Essay Con-
test on the subject “What Does the In-
formation Age Mean to Armored War
fare” drew 44 entries.

The winner in the officer category
was LTC Mark P. Hertling, com-
mander of 1-16 CAV. The NCO cate-
gory was submitted by a group, Alpha
Section of 1st Platoon, ANCOC Class
94-1D, who will share their prize. The
third $100 winner was Mr. Michael O.
Kelley, chief of the Combined Arms
Training Division, 16th CAV, Fort
Knox. Copies of all entries were re-
viewed and evaluated for useful ideas
by several post directorates and the
deputy CG, BG Lon E. Maggart.
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